Help Wanted Ads
Cursillo in Southern Virginia is seeking reliable laborers to work in the
following vineyards:
Facebook Page Moderator: a caring individual knowledgeable in the skills needed to
moderate the Cursillo Facebook Page (or willing to make themselves knowledgeable) and
who has time for such a task. Moderator will ensure the Page is not abused by approving
or declining comments for publications. Content is to be limited to events that may be of
interest to the community, weekend announcements, prayer requests, general community
news. To keep the page relevant, and when topical items are unavailable, a generic
inspirational post in line with Cursillo principles may be posted. Postings are expected to
be on an “as needed” basis but not daily except when urgent prayer requests are made.
Good judgement will be required to determine when and what to post.
Newsletter Layout Artist: a skilled and creative individual with some experience in
Newsletter layout is needed to format Articles and news items that will be provided by the
Secretariate and by the community at large in an attractive and appealing way. The
newsletter is published seasonally four times a year. Publication of the newsletter will be
done by the Secretariate Technical Chairperson to our e-mail list. Some amount of nagging
the Secretariate for content may be required. Publication of parts taken from the national
Cursillo literature to fill space is acceptable but should not dominate the content. Good
Communication with the Secretariat Communications chairperson in selecting content.
Safe Church Trainer: Are you already a Trainer for your Parish? Are you willing to
become one? The dioceses requires that all members of the Cursillo Secretariate and all
members serving on a Cursillo Team must have completed the Safe Church Training
offered by the dioceses. They also offer training for those wishing to become Trainers in
their parish. Cursillo would like to have a Trainer available to the Rector who is building a
team to make it as easy as possible to complete the requirements. A Certificate of
completion is required for each team member to serve. Having a trainer in several areas of
the Dioceses would be ideal.
Special Event Organizers by geographical area: It was suggested during last fall’s
ECLW that a community focused service event such as picking up trash on a section of the
Bay or the River might help to strengthen our Cursillo community. This is not intended to
be an ongoing scheduled happening. From experience we know there are often willing
workers for worthy community projects if the call goes out for a specific day and time. Do
you have passion for a project in your community? Are you the right person to motivate

your fellow Cursillistas to join you? Just Start and end with the Cursillo prayer and get the
job done. The Secretariat will help you with requests and announcements.
Secretariate Members: This vineyard is more demanding, but the rewards are amazing.
This year two positions became vacant without volunteers to fill them. We shifted
responsibilities to accommodate the loss. This coming January two more positions will
become vacant. All 4 of these positions were filled by folks who have already served extra
years so as not to leave a vacancy. We are struggling to remain viable while attempting to
revitalize Cursillo in Southern Virginia. We are in desperate need of willing and dedicated
workers to bring in the harvest. While we miss the community of meeting face to face, and
we still try to do so when possible, Zoom meetings make the job much easier now.
PLEASE, come help us.

COMPENSATION for the Positions Listed above:
Monetary compensation: NONE
Time Commitment: Most are minimal. The Secretariat is a monthly, most often zoom,
meeting and following discussion, action items are determined at that time. We try to share
with honesty the time commitments we can give. It hasn’t killed anyone yet. The Safe
Church Trainers classes are available through the Dioceses. The training is probably the
greatest time commitment.
Emotional commitment: It’s worth your best effort. Turn your Cursillo cross over and
read the back. It’s worth every minute, every prayer, every effort you give it.
Rewards: Luke 6:38.
“Give, and it will be given to you. A good Measure, pressed down, shaken together,
and running over, will be poured into your lap.
For with the measure you use, it will be measured to you.”

